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• The idea is to see how a method similar

to the last layer correlation could work

using the TKR for low energy events.

One would expect a correlation between

the number of hits in the TKR and the

absorbed energy. For this to work it

is required that some energy gets to

the CAL and that variations come from

shower fluctuations and not instrumental

effects like cracks/gaps.

• So we make the usual cut that removes

6cm from the sides - or about 50%!
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A problem to solve - Q-E tails

The reconstructed deposited energy Q and the McIntegrating deposited energy
E are different since we have a 0 suppression that gives a cluster-dependent bias.
Also, there are tails due to direct deposition in diodes. By selecting events where
the digitization is not more or less than 50% than the one on the other side of the
CDE, we get the red distribution: at Eγ=100 MeV it does well. At Eγ=700 MeV
we have problems still...
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which hits?

So far Eγ = (100,200,300,500,700) MeV 0-5 deg (1-0.95 rad). Which hits?
Adding all the hits associated to the Nk =

∑
TkrKalFitTrack objects or the

Nd =
∑

TkrDigi? Correlations seem obvious for both at Eγ=100 MeV.

The idea is obvious now: the correlation should allow a reduction of the spread
of Q by applying a transformation of the type Q1 = Q + α ×N . Once α is found
then there is a bias correction b that gives the energy estimator Er = bQ1.
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Kal or Digi?

The good one is the one which minimizes the spread of Q1 most. The Nd is
more interesting than the Nk (surprisingly enough) so we go on with that one (here
α at 100 and 500 MeV).

Between 100 and 700 MeV α = 0.7 independent of Eγ
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Bias and sigma

A look at the distributions of Q1 = Q+α×Nd. A bias is apparent and increasing
with energy.
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Bias and sigma

Distribution of the bias as a function of MC energy. The bias corrects for both
the TKR losses and the other effects. The resolution shown is the best one could
expect and not realistic here as E − γ is known. More about the real performance
next..
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Recon alg

The iteration goes as follows:

1. Get the event and check that position OK

2. Check Q OK >20 MeV (arbitrary)

3. Set E1 = Q

4. Set E2 = E1 + 0.7Nd

5. Set E3 = E2 × (a + b ln(E1)) this is our 1st pass

6. Set E4 = E2 × (a + b ln(E3)) this is our 2nd pass

7. Assume Er = E4

The following plots will show E1, E3 and E4 i.e. how fast the iteration closes in to
Eγ.
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2 passes seem to be enough.. Let’s look at the linearity and resolution:
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Linearity is doing good, resolution is 13% at 100 MeV.. But beware, this is by
removing about half of the events :o(
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Conclusions so far and TBD

• The method is interesting and provides linear results with lower tails

• Has to be compared against other existing methods

• Depends heavily on the hits being realistic - if this method proves interesting is it time to

talk about spectral cuts in the science tools?

• Might be improved by differentiating thin and thick layers as to find a 3D variance optimization,

tbd

• At larger angles less energy goes to the CAL. The threshold of this method will increase with

θ, tbd

• Continue hunting the Q − E issue at higher energy - independently of this method! - this

should actually be pretty high priority.
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